PRECISION CULTIVATION SYSTEMS

THE PATENT PENDING PRECISION CULTIVATION SYSTEMS P-SERIES LINE OF GROW STATIONS ARE ENTIRELY ENGINEERED, PROTYPED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT ALL FACETS OF OUR PRODUCTION ARE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND BUILT TO LAST. THIS UNIQUE GROWING PLATFORM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND REFINED OVER THE PAST 20 YEARS FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF PRODUCING THE BEST QUALITY PLANT TISSUE POSSIBLE. THIS LAST STATEMENT PROVEN TRUE THE VERY FIRST TIME THE SYSTEM WAS TESTED IN OPEN COMPETITION AT THE PRESTIGIOUS CHALICE CUP IN CALIFORNIA WHERE THE FINISHED FLOWERS WON FIVE MAJOR AWARDS!

THE PCS SPRAY SYSTEM

THE PCS SPRAY SYSTEM IS A COMPLETELY UNIQUE DESIGN UTILIZING PATENT PENDING GEOMETRIC SPRAY TECHNOLOGY. EACH SIZE PRECISION CULTIVATION SYSTEMS P-SERIES GROW STATION COMES WITH A CORRESPONDING SPRAY SYSTEM THAT IS ENGINEERED SPECIFICALLY TO SUIT THAT MODEL. THE PCS SPRAY SYSTEM IS MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS POSSIBLE USING MEDICAL GRADE ABS PLASTIC, 316 MARINE GRADE STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS AND IS ULTRASONICALLY WELDED TO ELIMINATE ALL INFERIOR SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVES WHICH PREVENTS WATER LEAKS AND ALLOWS FOR OPTIMAL HIGHER PRESSURES DURING OPERATION. USING PRECISE GEOMETRIC AND COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS, EACH SPRAY SYSTEM WHEN CONNECTED IS DESIGNED TO SPRAY AT MULTIPLE PREDETERMINED SPRAY POINTS ACROSS THE ENTIRE GROWING MEDIA SURFACE. THIS DESIGN GIVES YOU THE ABILITY TO CREATE A PRECISE AND EVEN AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION METHOD ON A SMALL OR LARGE COMMERCIAL SCALE.

THE PCS GRID

THE PCS GRID ALLOWS ROOT TISSUE TO GROW THROUGH ITS UNIQUE TOP LAYER AND POPULATE THE OXYGEN RICH VOID UNDERNEATH THE PLANTING MEDIUM TO DEVELOP A ROBUST METABOLISM WITHIN THE PLANT AS WELL AS BEING MATHEMATICALLY ENGINEERED TO CONCENTRATE EXCESS SOIL MOISTURE AWAY FROM THE GROWING MEDIA. THE HONEYCOMB DESIGN BELOW PROVIDES ROOT POCKET COMARTMENTALIZATION WHICH THEN PREVENTS ROOT SPIRALING AND A HIGHER NUMBER OF ROOT TIPS TO INCREASE NUTRIENT UPTAKE. THE PATENT PENDING PCS GRID ENABLES THE ULTIMATE CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMUM PLANT GROWTH, INCREDIBLE PLANT HEALTH AND THE LARGEST YIELDS WITH THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF GENETIC EXPRESSION POSSIBLE.

THE PCS CORE

THE PCS CORE IS THE HEART OF THE PRECISION CULTIVATION SYSTEMS P-SERIES RANGE. THIS PIECE IS BUILT TO PROVEN TESTED SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTED FROM A SINGLE MOLD OF MEDICAL GRADE ABS PLASTIC FOR STRENGTH, RIGIDITY, UV RESISTANCE AND TO PREVENT CHEMICAL LEACHING INTO THE GROWING SUBSTRATE. THE PCS CORE IS DESIGNED TO LAST WITH A CYLINDRICAL LOAD BEARING DESIGN. LOW FLEX DUE TO STRUCTURAL RIBBING, MARINE GRADE 316 STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS AND LOCKS INTO THE PCS BASE WITH OUR EASY GUIDE-LOCK AND SCREW WHICH ENSURES A CORRECT INSTALLATION EVERY TIME.

THE PCS BASE

THE PCS BASE INCORPORATES A NUMBER OF SPECIFIC DESIGN FEATURES CONTRIBUTING TO THE OVERALL AWARD-WINNING FUNCTION OF THE PRECISION CULTIVATION SYSTEMS P-SERIES RANGE. THIS UNIQUE DESIGN ALLOWS FOR THE MAIN IRRIGATION LINES TO BE RUN THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE GROW STATION AND DUAL DRAINAGE LINES TO RUN IN PARALLEL. LARGE CUT OUTS IN THE SIDES OF THE PCS BASE ALLOW FOR QUICK AND EASY ACCESS TO MANAGE IRRIGATION CONNECTIONS.

AVAILABLE IN THREE SPECIALTY SIZES TO SUIT INDOOR, OUTDOOR AND GREENHOUSE CULTIVATION

FINANCE, LEASE AND PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES AVAILABLE!

PinHighFarms

CHALICE CUP WINNERS

ARCHIVE SEED BANK, “DO-SI-DOS” 1ST PLACE INDICA / GRAND PRIZE BEST OVERALL FLOWER
OG PASKAL “WHITE FIRE OG” PIN HIGH CUT 3RD PLACE INDICA / HIGHEST OVERALL FLOWER THC 30.83%
HIGHEST OVERALL FLOWER TERPENES 47%